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Article ᆪᐺ
Investment protection - Investing in confidence
㔤忓≬㔳䱧⹕㔤忓
By R. Subhashree

The divergence between a nation’s domestic
laws and the provisions in international treaties
is not something new. It is noticed that at the
time of entering into investment promotion
agreements, the priority is to accord favourable
treatment to the foreign investor following
standard texts/mechanisms like ISDS. However,
when a State does not adopt proper consultative
process with all stakeholders, including sections
of population likely to be affected, it runs the
risk of making the investment climate less
favourable with delays and disputes. A broadbased approach is likely to yield better results
under BITs, FIPAs, etc.
Hupacasath approaches the national courts

Hupacasath First Nation (HFN) a 300 member
strong community in Vancouver Island, Canada
is challenging the Canadian government
over the Canada-China Foreign Investment
Promotion and Protection Agreement (FIPA),
particularly the investor protection clauses like
Investor State Dispute Settlement Mechanism
(ISDS) which will enable foreign investors to
proceed against the Canadian government for
failure to protect / loss in value of investments.
HFN argued that it was entitled to protect its
aboriginal and treaty rights guaranteed under
the Canadian Constitution and, in finalizing the
treaty without consulting it, Canada had failed in
its duty. The Canada-China FIPA was finalised
over a year ago but has not yet been ratified.
© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

HFN lost the case in the lower court and will
seek to convince the Federal Court of Appeals
that the FIPA is likely to affect its rights and had
triggered the ‘duty to consult’.
Treaty versus domestic law, people’s rights

While the case of HFN relates to aboriginal
rights which are unique to it, the same argument
of a treaty affecting rights guaranteed under
the Constitution can arise in other jurisdictions.
Would such a challenge be possible in India?
There are no precedents but the fact that treaties
do alter the rights to his disadvantage may spur a
citizen or group of them to seek remedy through
national courts.
In Golan v. Holder, No. 10–545, US Supreme
Court, 18-1-2012, the appellants challenged
the constitutionality of the amendments to IP
laws which created copyright protection for
materials which were in public domain in the
US though the copyright term had not expired
in foreign jurisdictions. The amendments were
brought about to ensure compliance with
Berne Convention. In his dissenting opinion,
Judge Breyer observed that the ‘convention
cannot provide the statute with a constitutionally
sufficient justification that is otherwise lacking’.
The Indian Constitution guarantees equality
to all persons – even to non-citizens. However,
take the case of two investors – an Indian
national and foreign investor, both of whom
are awarded contracts for hydro power projects
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which are later stopped due to environmental
concerns. ISDS in a treaty gives the foreign
investor a right to sue the government of the day
for expropriation, loss in value of investment,
failure to provide fair and equitable treatment
and not meeting legitimate expectations of the
investor. But, the Indian investor cannot seek
any quick remedy like arbitration or bypass the
domestic courts. Experience has shown that the
mere threat of ISDS would suffice to dissuade
governments from taking such steps. In any case,
even if the government were to take the same, it
would still be liable to pay compensation along
with costs.
Test of non-speculative, appreciable threat

In the HFN decision, the lower court applied
the test of whether there was an appreciable
and non-speculative threat to HFN’s rights and
concluded that there was no threat. The court
based its decision on changes made to the
NAFTA agreement which restricted protection
to investors, on which the FIPA is modeled
and statistics which stated that USA with larger
investments in Canada than China had brought
very few claims and that currently there was
no Chinese investment in HFN. However, the
issue is not whether HFN is already harmed or
is likely to be harmed in near future. The point
HFN tried to make was that Canada by binding
itself to protect investments would be reluctant
to support HFN in any measure which would
be seen as not investor friendly. The experience
of developed countries like Germany and less
developed countries like Argentina and Ecuador
has been that even grounds like recession,
© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

internal strife or environment concerns are not
good reasons to avoid compensating investors
for legitimate expectations not being met.
As per the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties (VCLT), a party cannot invoke provisions
of its internal law as a justification to not perform
its obligations under a treaty. Judged from this
angle, the potential threat envisaged by HFN
that Canada may be reluctant to protect rights
of HFN in case of a conflict between it and an
investor is not speculative.
Duty to consult
Duty to consult flows from common law and
from judicial interpretation by the Supreme
Court of Canada that the Crown must act
honorably in relation to rights guaranteed to
aboriginal people. The words in the constitution
only ‘recognize and affirm’ the rights of the First
Nations. The duty of the state to consult and
accommodate as far as possible the views/claims
of the people likely to be affected by some action
has been reiterated in a number of cases by
Canadian courts. Notable among them is, Haida
Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests)
[2004 SCC 73] on allowing a corporation to
harvest timber from lands belonging to Haida.
The court held that there was a duty to consult
the people whose rights might be adversely
affected. The threshold for triggering a duty to
consult is low and it is enough if there is an act
or a measure that is contemplated by the Crown
which might affect existing or potential rights of
the indigenous people.
Giving an opportunity to be informed and
consent
The argument of common law duty to
consult is very attractive one. It is emphasized
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particularly in international agreements. For
instance, as per the recently accepted Trade
Facilitation Agreement (TFA) at WTO session
in Bali, members are required to provide
an opportunity to traders (not confined
to nationals) and ‘other interested parties’
to comment on proposed amendment or
introduction of laws.
Peru in 2011 enacted legislation mandating
prior consultation of indigenous people
before development projects are finalized. It
is significant that this legislation came in the
aftermath of protests and killing of indigenous
tribes who were protesting against certain
decrees which had been issued to conform
to the Peru–USA FTA. Like HFN, the tribes
inhabiting the Amazon forest asserted their
rights under the Peruvian constitution and
claimed that awarding projects to (foreign)
corporations to develop the region violated
their rights.

As per Article 18 of the VCLT, a state cannot
act so as to defeat the purpose of the treaty
prior to its coming into force. Hence once
finalized, there is little room for a re-assessment.
Ratification is generally a formality. In certain
cases, a treaty may come into force solely
under Executive Authority bypassing the
parliament - like Anti-counterfeiting Trade
Agreement (ACTA) in the USA. There was no
discussion or debate in the Congress, much
less public consultation, before it was signed.
It is impracticable to expect a unanimous
voice from all stakeholders before a treaty
is finalized but it is important that there is
dialogue and exchange of information with
stakeholders before the treaty is finalized.
This may guarantee that the time and efforts
invested in such investment protection treaties
bear the desired results.
[The author is a Manager, Knowledge
Management Team, Lakshmikumaran &
Sridharan, New Delhi]

Trade Remedy News ඏጵቤᆫ
Trade remedy actions against China
࣪ᒦਪݧནࡼඏጵቲࣅ
Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane
⥪㺮⃨䎆

USA

1-Hydroxyethylidene-1,
1-Diphosphonic (HEDP)
Acid
刮⪉⃨♘ℛ吵搇
© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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ගਪ

Measures
ࡅဗ
Affirmative preliminary determination
of critical circumstances amended
ኀখஜૻ༽ౚࡼళࢾቶဟݡ

USA

ADD orders revoked

ගਪ

ནሿन༷ሾෘഎ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
79 FR 37287 [A-570-998],
dated 1-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ1྇ǈ
79 FR 37287 [A-570-998]
79 FR 31301 [A-570-934],
dated 2-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ2྇ǈ
79 FR 31301 [A-570-934]
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

53-Foot domestic dry
containers
53 喀⻉␔棕徶楕
孔乀
Aluminium extrusions
杬⨚㧟

USA
ගਪ

Australia
ࡍڦಽ

Brazil

ADD investigation initiated

گᇝ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

USA

Preliminary determination of
antidumping duty investigation
postponed

ගਪ

ዓ໐खݚन༷ሾࢯއဟݡ

Australia
ࡍڦಽ

Exemption from interim dumping
and countervailing duties
न༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣၼၼࢯއᒫݡ

Circular welded austenitic stainless pressure
pipe
ₜ林朱䎙㘴☚┪丰

USA

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
79 FR 36290 [C-570-015],
dated 26-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ26྇ǈ
79 FR 36290 [C-570-015]
Anti-dumping Notice No.
2014/46, dated 12-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ12྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2014/46
Dated 16-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ16྇
79 FR 34491 [A-570-012],
dated 17-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ17྇ǈ
79 FR 34491 [A-570-012]
Anti-dumping Notice No.
2014/51, dated 17-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ17྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2014/51

CVD sunset review – Affirmative
result
नݗᄣ྇ൢআဃ-ళࢾቶݡ

79 FR 32911 [C-570-931],
dated 9-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ9྇ǈ
79 FR 32911 [C-570-931]

ADD sunset review – Affirmative
result
न༷ሾ྇ൢআဃ-ళࢾቶݡ

79 FR 32913 [A-570-930],
dated 9-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ9྇ǈ
79 FR 32913 [A-570-930]

Columbia

ADD investigation initiated

হൕ܈

खन༷ሾࢯއ

No.017 Resolution,
dated 3-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ3྇ǈ
017ፇ

ගਪ

Circular welded austenitic stainless pressure
pipe
ₜ林朱䎙㘴☚┪丰

USA
ගਪ

Coated paper and paper- Indonesia
፝ࣞปᇝ
board
䀑を兇㒥兇㨎
Cold-rolled steel plate and
plated or coated plate
⑆懶㨎ⅴ♙柏⻑㒥䀑
⻑㨎

Initiation of review of anti-dumping
measures
खन༷ሾ໐ᒦআဃࢯއ

Carbon and certain alloy steel wire rod
䭂侯♙⚗摠朱䥧㧰

Citric acid and sodium
citrate
㩯㴻搇♙㩯㴻搇䥟

Preliminary determination in the
countervailing duty investigation
postponed
ዓ໐खݚनݗᄣࢯࡼއဟݡ

Arc shaped magnet
䘾ㇱ䭐材

Certain hollow structural
sections
䎙冬丰

Measures
ࡅဗ

Morocco

© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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ൣহ

Safeguard investigation initiated
खۣᑇࡅဗࢯއ

Safeguard investigation initiated
खۣᑇࡅဗࢯއ

MOFCOM Press Release dated
25-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ25྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
Dated 11-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ11྇
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

Measures
ࡅဗ

Concrete reinforcing
bar
䂆⑬⦮朱䷚

Canada

ADD and CVD investigations initiated

ଝࡍ

खन༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣࢯއ

Copy paper
⮜◿兇

Australia

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
Canada Border Services Agency
Press Release dated 27-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ27྇ǈଝࡍॲܟஹ
ॲᇗၞखݚቤᆫ

ࡍڦಽ

Extension of time granted to
report to Parliamentary Secretary
to Minister for Industry
ዓ໐ሶጓݝਪ્ူᇗපၗᄋ
ୣۨস

Cotton yarn (other than Indonesia
፝ࣞปᇝ
sewing thread)
兀兎᧤冬儺兎棳⮥᧥

Affirmative safeguard final determination

Crawler dozer (less than
250 HP)
サ㆞㘷⦮㧉᧤┮
䘖ₜ怔扖250泻┪᧥

ADD investigation initiated

Eurasian
Economic
Commission

ᔪ߲ళࢾቶۣᑇࡅဗᒫݡ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Anti-dumping Notice No.
2014/52, dated 27-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ27྇ǈ
न༷ሾস2014/52
Dated 3-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ3྇

Dated 2-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ2྇

๏ளᆕ
Ꮛ્

Crystalline silicon
photovoltaic products
㤅⇢䫔⏘↞ℶ❐

ගਪ

CVD - Preliminary determination
of countervailable subsidies
नݗᄣ-߱ݡݛࡀᏴݗᄣ

79 FR 33174 [C-570-011],
dated 10-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ10྇ǈ
79 FR 33174 [C-570-011]

Diketopyrrolo Pyrrole
Pigment Red 254(DPP
Red 254)
⚰✾ㄅ⚰✾ℛ揽儱
254

India

AD investigation initiated

፝ࣞ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

No.14/8/2014-DGAD,
dated 20-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ20྇ǈ
14/8/2014-DGADস

Electrical insulators
䟄公冧

India

Provisional ADD recommended

፝ࣞ

ፇᑯ၃ဟन༷ሾၼ

Front axle beam and
steering knuckle
₼摜⨚⟕䞷懵䤓ⓜ
㫴㬐✛懻⚠␂唑

India
፝ࣞ

ADD - Sunset review initiated
न༷ሾ-ख྇ൢআဃࢯއ

No. 15/11/2014-DGAD,
dated 13-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ13྇ǈ
15/11/2014-DGADস

Glass for refrigerating
equipment
⑆⑊幍䞷䙊䜒

Brazil

Imposed ADD duty

گᇝ

ᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

Dated 4-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ4྇

© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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USA

No. 14/11/2013-DGAD,
dated 1-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ1྇ǈ
14/11/2013-DGADস
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Product
ޘອ
Graphite Electrodes
䪂⬷䟄㨐

India

Homopolymer of vinyl
chloride monomer (suspension grade)
㌻㿽儶勩㺾⃨䍾

India

Hot-rolled steel plate,
patterned coil and pickled
oil coil
䍼懶☆㧟ᇬ㫋啀先
☆㧟✛搇㾦䀑㽈☆㧟

Measures
ࡅဗ

Country
ਪଜ
፝ࣞ

፝ࣞ

Extension of time period up to
19-11-2014 for completing AD
investigation
ᅲ߅न༷ሾࢯއ໐ዓޠᒗ2014ฤ
11Ꮬ19྇

No.14/02/2013-DGAD,
dated 12-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ12྇ǈ
14/02/2013-DGADস

ADD re-imposed pursuant to
sunset review

27/2014-Cus (ADD),
dated 13-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ13྇ǈਈস
27/2014-Cus (ADD)

྇ൢআဃଖኚᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

Malaysia

ADD investigation initiated

൫ᇝ!

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Light-walled rectangular
pipe and tube
堓⭐䩸ㇱ朱丰

USA

ADD and CVD Orders to continue

ගਪ

ଖኚन༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣෘഎ

Malleable pipe fittings
♾柊枇材丰棓ↅ

USA

ADD quick sunset review initiated

ගਪ

खन༷ሾႥ྇ൢআဃࢯއ

Brazil

ADD investigation initiated

گᇝ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

USA

Preliminary determination of
less-than-fair-value investigation
amended

Manicure sets
≽䟁杂
Monosodium
Glutamate
廆㺷搇术

ගਪ

ኀখࢅ᎖ᑵޟଥᒋࡼ߱ݡݛ

Multilayered Wood
Flooring
⮜⚗㦷⦿㨎

USA
ගਪ

ADD new shipper review – Preliminary
negative determination
न༷ሾቤ߲ాআဃ-߱ݡࠨݛࡀݙ
Ᏼ༷ሾ

Non-adjustable handoperated spanners and
wrenches
⦉⸩䤓㓚┷㔂㓚♙
㔂杂

Argentina

Non-self priming centrifugal pump
槭呹⛇㆞䱊㉒䟄㾄

Argentina

ڄোᄪ

© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
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ڄোᄪ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐

ADD investigation initiated

Dated 18-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ18྇

79 FR 35522 [A-580-859],
dated 23-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ23྇ǈ
79 FR 35522 [A-580-859]
Dated 6-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ6྇
Dated 16-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ16྇
79 FR 33907 [A-570-992],
dated 13-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ13྇ǈ
79 FR 33907 [A-570-992]
79 FR 33723 [A-570-970],
dated 12-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ12྇ǈ
79 FR 33723 [A-570-970]

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Dated 4-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ4྇

Affirmative industry injury preliminary determination

Dated 19-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ19྇

ᔪ߲ళࢾቶޘጓႼ߱ݡ
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

Oil Country Tubular
Goods
䪂㽈丰㧟

Canada
ଝࡍ

Measures
ࡅဗ
ADD and CVD – Expiry review
initiated
खन༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ໐ᒫআဃ

PET film
PET堓含

Brazil

ADD investigation initiated

گᇝ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Plastic processing or
injection moulding machines, also known as
injection presses
⫠㠨┯ぴ㧉㬿

India

POI and PUC details in sunset
review initiation notification dated
9-May-2014 amended

Plastic processing or
injection moulding machines, also known as
injection presses
⫠㠨┯ぴ㧉㬿

India

Polyethylene Terephthalate
勩⺈啾ℛ䟁搇⃨ℛ
搖揾

፝ࣞ

ኀখ྇ൢআဃखসࡼࢯއ໐
ਜ਼ޘښອपᆍ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
Expiry Review No. RR-2014-003,
dated 30-6-2025
2014ฤ6Ꮬ30྇ǈ
໐ᒫআဃRR-2014-003
MOFCOM Press Release dated
30-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ30྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
No.15/2/2014-DGAD,
dated 23-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ23྇ǈ
15/2/2014-DGADস

ADD extended up to 11th May
2015 pending outcome of sunset
review
न༷ሾၼዓ໐ᒗ2015ฤ5Ꮬ11྇

No.28/2014-Customs (ADD),
dated 19-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ19྇ǈਈস
28/2014-Customs (ADD)

Malaysia

ADD investigation initiated

൫ᇝ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Dated 17-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ17྇

፝ࣞ

Polyethylene Terephthalate Film, Sheet and
Strip
PET堓含ᇬ䓖✛㧰
Polyvinyl Alchohol
勩⃨䍾搖

USA
ගਪ

Rescission of antidumping duty
new shipper review
ནሿन༷ሾቤ߲ాআဃ

USA

ADD sunset review initiated

ගਪ

खन༷ሾ྇ൢআဃࢯއ

Potassium Carbonate
䭂搇杍

India

ADD sunset review initiated

፝ࣞ

खन༷ሾ྇ൢআဃࢯއ

Presensitised positive
offset aluminium plates
PS䓗

India

ADD re-imposed after sunset
review

© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

፝ࣞ

྇ൢআဃᏳࠨᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

79 FR 33174 [A-570-924],
dated 10-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ10྇ǈ
79 FR 33174 [A-570-924]
Dated 6-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ6྇
No.15/12/2014-DGAD,
dated 9-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ9྇ǈ15/12/2014DGADস
25/2014-Cus (ADD),
dated 9-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ9྇ǈਈস
25/2014-Cus (ADD)
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

Prestressed concrete
steel rail tie wire
欓ㄣ┪朱懷䞷朱€

USA

ADD orders issued

ගਪ

खݚᑯ၃न༷ሾၼഎ

Purified Terephthalic
Acid
位⺈啾ℛ䟁搇

India

Provisional ADD recommended

፝ࣞ

ፇᑯ၃ဟन༷ሾၼ

Refractory ceramic
filter
功䋺椅䞆扖䅳⣷

Brazil

Imposed ADD duty

گᇝ

ᑯ၃न༷ሾၼ

RG coaxial-cable
RG⨚⚛戃䟄冕

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
79 FR 35727 [A-570-990],
dated 24-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ24྇ǈ
79 FR 35727 [A-570-990]
No. 14/7/2013-DGAD,
dated 19-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ19྇ǈ
14/7/2013-DGADস
Dated 4-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ4྇

ADD interim review – affirmative
preliminary determination
न༷ሾ໐ᒦআဃ-ళࢾቶဟݡ

Dated 5-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ5྇

USA

AD order to continue

ගਪ

ଖኚन༷ሾᑯၼෘഎ

79 FR 35523 [A-570-929],
dated 23-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ23྇ǈ
79 FR 35523 [A-570-929]

Mexico
ᇝহ

Small diameter graphite
electrodes
䌘䞷⺞♲㈓䪂⬷䟄
㨐

Measures
ࡅဗ

๏ට

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Steel threaded rod
朱Ⓟ婉㧕

USA
ගਪ

ADD sunset review – Affirmative
determination
न༷ሾ྇ൢআဃ-ళࢾቶݡ

79 FR 36288 [A-570-932],
dated 26-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ26྇ǈ
79 FR 36288 [A-570-932]

Columbia

ADD investigation initiated

হൕ܈

खन༷ሾࢯއ

No.111 Resolution,
dated 9-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ9྇ǈ111ፇ

Steel stranded rope
朱六匰冂

EU

To w - b e h i n d l a w n
groomers and
parts thereof
⚝㕥㆞嗘⦿冃㔳幍
♙␅啴榅
Trichloroisocyanuric
acid
ₘ㺾㆑㺿⻎搇
© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

ADD investigation initiated

MOFCOM press released dated
30-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ30྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ

Stainless steel coldrolled flat products
⑆懶ₜ林朱㨎

USA

ADD and CVD sunset review initiated

ගਪ

खन༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ྇ൢআဃࢯއ

EU
๏ට

ADD new shipper review initiated
खन༷ሾቤ߲ాআဃࢯއ

79 FR 37292 [A-570-939 and
C-570-940], dated 1-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ1྇ǈ79 FR 37292
[A-570-939 ਜ਼C-570-940]

Dated 1-7-2014
2014ฤ7Ꮬ1྇
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Product
ޘອ

Country
ਪଜ

Tyre - passenger vehicle
and light truck tyres
懽卝 -⃧䞷懵✛戊⨚
◰懵懽卝

USA
ගਪ

Time for determining the adequacy of the antidumping and countervailing duty petitions extended
ዓ໐ཀྵࢾन༷ሾਜ਼नݗᄣ༿ၗ
ࡼߠॊቶ

Vitamin-C
冃Ⅵ✌C

Wheel Barrows
䕻懽㓚㘷懵

Measures
ࡅဗ

India

ADD sunset review initiated

፝ࣞ

खन༷ሾ྇ൢআဃࢯއ

South Africa

AD investigation initiated

ฉऻ

800 watts of household
blenders
ₜ怔扖800䝵䤓⹅䞷
㚔㕛㧉

Brazil
گᇝ

खन༷ሾࢯއ

Anti-dumping investigations
terminated
ᒫᒏन༷ሾࢯއ

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
79 FR 35725 [A-570-016,
C-570-017], dated 24-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ24྇ǈ79 FR 35725
[A-570-016, C-570-017]
No.15/10/2014-DGAD,
dated 11-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ11྇ǈ
15/10/2014-DGADস
MOFCOM Press Release
dated 30-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ30྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ
MOFCOM Press Release dated
26-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ26྇ǈᇗݝቤᆫ

Trade remedy actions by China
ᒦਪݧནࡼඏጵቲࣅ
Product
ޘອ
Hemodialysis
equipment
嫏䁁択㨟㧉
Cyclic dimethyl siloxane
ℛ䟁⪉䘾⇢䫔㺶䎆

Country
ਪଜ
EU and
Japan

Measures
ࡅဗ
ADD investigation initiated
खन༷ሾࢯއ

๏ටਜ਼྇۾

South Korea
and Thailand

Notification No. and date
ᄰᒀૺ྇໐
MOFCOM Announcement No.42
of 2014, dated 16-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ16྇ǈᇗݝস
2014ฤ42

ADD measures terminated
न༷ሾࡅဗᒫᒏ

ਹਪਜ਼დਪ

MOFCOM Announcement No.36
of 2014, dated 4-6-2014
2014ฤ6Ꮬ4྇ǈᇗݝস
2014ฤ36

WTO News ီඏᔝᒅቤᆫ
♿䄍⺈┯㖎⮶䤓♜⋍枏㘹㡌㙟⒉℘䵾屲⑂
♿䄍ᇬ䈝䃥ᇬ摠桷♙泻䯥₹Ⓔ␂䲝欕⩮抩
㔴:72䱧⮓᧨庆㻑┯㖎⮶⻀┯㖎⮶⺈☮
ℶ呹♿䄍䤓䭂朱䎙㘴丰⸭㡌㢅♜⋍枏㘹㡌
✛㦏兗♜⋍枏㘹㡌扪嫛䭚⟕ᇭ㫈㗽
© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

㦗㡴ㄅℝ㦗㡴♠を䤓抩帾᧨┯
㖎⮶㦹厌䵚☂兗㷱⺈挲K⋍枏ピㄵ嬺帳㢾
㈽ₜ恂拢䤓⒉♲⟕䤓庒㩴᧨ㄅ₣⦷㗮⹂⒕㨟
㢅㼰厌⺕扨K⒉♲⟕䤓扪♲摞㘡棳⦷⋍枏扪
♲摞⃚⮥᧨⥯㷳扬♜ℕ♜⋍枏◞⸩䶻
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✛㧰ᇭ┯㖎⮶䤓㘹㡌⃮嬺帳扬♜
ℕ♜⋍枏◞⸩䶻✛㧰ⅴ♙␂䲝✛忇
㢢㋊◞⸩䶻㧰ᇭ

䠠ᇻ♑梔⦌棔忇㢢㽤㈚㦗⒙㦗㦮ᇼ᧨
年㫗₼◿ㄵ⻋導℩㢾䶻ₘ㡈ᇭ

㶶䥮◿ㄵ⻋導℩⦷₥忇兓兖℘幉ₜ↠

㦗㡴᧨㶶䥮⋩⒉⑂⸩㜳枏⺈㽤
処刳⼪潀漋✛漼漋䤓扪♲Ⓟ子᧨㽤処刳⼪⸲
を␅㜳枏⺈㶶䥮䤓℘䵾屲⑂䲚ㄞ䤓◊棱ᇭ㽤
処刳⼪䈓䂔⸒め兞㤑㢅⋫㷱⺈㶶䥮䤓♛摜嫛
┷᧨☂㫈㗽勣⚗⦌䀆㾚㽤⏻儵扪嫛ↁ子ⅴ♙
⦷₥忇兓兖扪嫛䭚⟕䤓庆㻑ᇻ♑梔⦌棔忇㢢
㽤㈚㦗⒙㦗ⅴ♙㦗䤓㫗ↅ
┷㊐ᇼᇭ

㽤処刳⼪㜳枏⺈㶶䥮䤓℘䵾屲⑂

◿ㄵ⻋導℩᧨⦷₥忇兓兖₼♾厌㢾⅔㶰ℝ₼
⦌䤓㦏㿊恒䤓℩㿁⦌⹅᧨␅␜㶰⦷₥忇兓兖
℘䵾屲⑂㧉㨓䤓庇⮩℘䵾₼㒟₼㉒ᇭ
㦗㡴᧨㶶䥮⺊㻑◿ㄵ⻋導℩⻀䀘♙
⚝劔䤓ₐ氨䍮℘䵾㫗ↅ᧤'6᧥䤓㓶嫛㍔
⑄扪嫛䭚⟕᧨⦷年㫗₼᧨㶶䥮㢾䶻ₘ㡈ᇭₙ
₹㦗⚆᧨◿ㄵ⻋導℩⺊㻑㶶䥮⻀㶶䥮⺈
㧴呹◿ㄵ⻋導℩䤓䞮䓸㪃㽈䤓㩟K♜⋍枏㘹
㡌扪嫛䭚⟕ᇭ

⋴ㅆ歮❐✛毽㠨⦷㔏㦾㊶忇㢢⭐⨡Ᵽ⛧↩
䤓㡴䲚₼◯摜尐⇜函

力⦷᧤'6᧥㓶嫛桽欧₼᧨㶶䥮帳夌
䏅㶶䥮め兞⦷☮ⱚ₢⹅兓ⅴ♙ₙ幘䲚ㄞ₼嫛∎
ℕ␅䶻ₘ㡈㧒Ⓒ᧨⇕㢾◿ㄵ⻋導℩㕡公␅⇫
䶻ₘ㡈♑┯初⦌ₐ氨䍮℘䵾㫗ↅ䤓㓶嫛ↁ子
₢⹅兓䲚ㄞ᧨扬♜ℕ℘䵾屲⑂屓⒨䲚ㄞ䤓应
屲◞帽䶻✛ D 㧰ᇭ年℘䵾
⃮ㆤ怆ℕ♵₹⋋㈦␂㽷䤓桽欧᧨☂⦷㼰㦘⸛
㒟㓶嫛䲚ㄞ䤓㍔⑄ₚ㫈㗽'68◞帽䶻㧰庆
㻑Ⓟ子䤓⚗㽤㊶ᇭ⦷◿ㄵ⻋導℩♠怆䤓℘䵾㫗
ↅ᧤'6᧥᧨◿ㄵ⻋導℩帳㶶䥮⺈㧴呹◿
ㄵ⻋導℩䤓䞮䓸㪃㽈抑䞷䤓♜⋍枏㽤屓扬♜ℕ
♜⋍枏◞⸩䤓庇⮩㧰㷍ᇭ扨K㶶䥮䤓㽤屓⃮嬺
棎㫈ㆆ⦷♵₹℘䵾㫗ↅ᧤'6᧥₼㙟⒉德

⦷㦗㡴咂㡴嫛䤓㔏㦾㊶忇㢢
⭐⨡Ᵽ⛧↩↩帽₼㙟Ⓙ䤓₹䔈㸙忇㢢␂㽷䍈
₼᧨⮶儵ₘ⒕⃚䤓␂㽷䍈⋴ㅆ≬㔳㦘␂᧨
▔㕻⋴ㅆ歮❐✛毽㠨᧨ⅴ♙㪖不ᇭ抩デ⮓䚕㔏
㦾㪖✛␅Ⅵ尐㻑䤓Ᵽ⛧↩⃮怙㧴怙⮩⦿⺈屓
⒨䤓㦏∂⸭悄才㒟咃ᇭ䔈Ⓔ㢾⺈≓処㠾ᇬ㽿
⦌ᇬ㶶䥮ᇬ☓䝫⮩⺣ᇬ◿ㄵ⻋導℩ᇬ◿ㄵᇬ㤉
Ⓒᇬ䱧漐ᇬ⩒♙扨K⦌⹅ㆉ帽㒥ㆤ⏴䤓歮䓸✛
毽㠨㘹㡌ㆤ怆ℕㄎ㽪␂㽷᧷力₣嫷才␂㽷䤓⦌
⹅㦘⃛⏚⏿ᇬ┯㖎⮶ᇬ㶶䥮ᇬ⬷導❴ᇬ㠿導
⏿ᇬ◿ㄵ⻋導℩ᇬ泻㧴導℩ᇬ初⦌ᇬ橸⦌ᇬ
㡴㦻ᇬ䉂⮶Ⓒ℩ᇬ棎㫈ㆆᇬ䛭⭺ᇬゃ導ᇬ☀
⦿泻㕘ᇬ㖹Ⲑ✛⦮勂␅ᇭ

News Nuggets ቤᆫறખ
⦷⏻␀Ⓒ䥙㧰㷍₼ㆉ䵚
㠿導⏿扠㦮⺈㠿導⏿♜⋍枏✛♜嫴心Ⓟㄵ
ㆉ帽ㆤ⏴㦘棟䤓⏻␀Ⓒ䥙㿚幤挏庆⚓㡈䤓幓
幉ᇭ⏚噀㠾䔈㈊⯖♠䞮⦿榖⚝᧨㇢⦿
扪嫛ℕ⮶屓㲰䤓ㆉ幍᧨⥯㷳㠿導⏿⺈㧴呹㩟
K⦌⹅䤓ㆉ䷠㧟㠨㤑⋫㈐䲝ᇭ⦷㷳卛㣾ₚ᧨
© 2014 Lakshmikumaran & Sridharan, India
All rights reserved

㦘棟䤓⏻␀Ⓒ䥙嬺帳槭デ摜尐ᇭ㫈㗽⺈
㺠䞷⇞⸔ㆉ幍䤓䪣䴅兢㨫᧨㟎ㄫㆉ帽⺈兞
㿝抑䞷㓎♥䀗棟Ⓟᇭ扨K㘹㡌▔㕻棳ℕ⏻
␀Ⓒ䥙㧰㷍⮥᧨⺈⮶摞䤓䔈⸩ㆉ䷠㧟㠨⸭
㡌榅␂䲝ᇭ
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␂ℝ扨₹桽欧䤓帷幉㠖ↅ嫷㢝⦷㶶䥮✛
┯㖎⮶め兞ⷧ⦷伊⇋䤓㧰㠖᧨ㄅ₣⦷㠿導
⏿䤓♜⋍枏㽤㈚₼⚗ㄅ扨K㧰㠖♾厌槭デ㦘
䞷ᇭ力┯㖎⮶⅔⦷ಯ扺ₜ㈦め䤓㍔⑄ₚರ抑䞷
㷳㽤㧰᧨ⅴ⺠㒥♥䀗␂䲝ᇭ㶶䥮䤓㡈㽤㢾
␂㽷挲K䦃㘴♦Ⓙ␂䲝㈀❜䤓←₩᧨ㄅ₣⻀
␅㦻愺♾ⅴ䀗棳␂䲝ᇭ䶻㶶㿁⦌棔
㟎㽊兞㿝䪣䴅₼㉒䤓ぴ⇫㔴⛙㋊兢拢㶶䥮䤓

Ⓒ䥙㿚幤⦷怔怙⦌␔䞮ℶ⟕Ⓒ䥙㡈槱ₜ㢾槭
デ㦘㟗ᇭ⻌丰Ⱁ㷳᧨⋋㈦␂㽷䤓㢾㠿導⏿⺕
Ⱁ⇤⥭䷣♜⋍枏⅜䏅㢾欈忇㢢≬㔳⃘䤓
ぴ␆㒥劔㢾䞷ℝ≒扪⏻䵭℘᧨㢾⚵㈐㟅♜
⋍枏䲝⅔⅔㦘Ⓒℝ䞮ℶ⟕㒥劔ㄣ㇢⃮劒壠ಯ
⏻␀ರ䤓Ⓒ䥙Ⱁ䀗忈劔ⅴ♙₼梃䞷㓆᧨ⅴ♙
⅝侊⒦䤓刳↦₼噆㈦⇤䱜䲚ㄵ䤓㔤⏴兮
帰㢾♾嫛䤓᧨ㄅ₣♾ⅴ♙㢅⦿⸛㒟庒㩴ᇭ

Ratio Decidendi ಯᎅ
≬椫㘹㡌≬椫㘹㡌㋊⻏䤓ㆉ帽ₜ厌♦Ⓙ
䟂庆ⅳ䤓德䠠
㉆摛浧䷘㽤棱子⑂帳⦷≬椫㘹㡌庒㩴₼
≬椫㘹㡌㋊⻏㫈㗽䀆␂␂䲝᧤帳⸩✛
幓↿≬椫㘹㡌䲝᧥㧰√䶻㧰⋩⒉䤓㦏兗子
⑂᧨⦷㊶德ₙ㢾欈ㆉ帽᧨⥯㷳ₜ厌㫈㗽◿
ㄵ⸹㽤䶻㧰抩扖䟂庆ⅳ䤓㡈㆞㙟⒉德䠠ᇭ
年㫗㢾␂ℝ⺈㡯冬朱丰ᇻ≬椫㘹㡌㋊⻏䱿⃚
ಯ材ᇬ⚗摠㒥槭⚗摠朱Ⓟ 槭枇材✛ₜ林朱
Ⓟ 㡯冬朱丰✛䴉㉒⨚㧟ರᇼ䤓扪♲ᇭ㽤棱执帳
子⑂⺕ₜ↩㘡棳䟂庆ⅉ⺈₼⮽㟎ㄫ㫈㗽䶻
㧰㈐㟅≬椫㘹㡌䲝㙟⒉德䠠䤓㧒Ⓒᇭ浧䷘
㽤棱∬㗽ℕ㦏浧㽤棱⦷勣⚗䮆㦘棟⏻⚇㫗ↅ
䤓子⑂ᇭᇻ ⦌⹅ぴ䲚ぴ₩㦘棟⏻⚇幘◿ㄵ勣
挵7,2/+&'(/&86ᇼ

♜⋍枏䲝䥽㪖⋍枏ↆ㫋⦷扨₹ↆ㫋卛⚝
䤓ಯ┷㧉ರ劒壠
⦷⟕┰捷䀘♙䥽㪖⋍枏䤓㫗ↅ子⑂₼᧨初⦌

⦌棔忇㢢㽤棱㕡公ℕ⦌⮥⒉♲⟕䤓屑䍈᧨☂⦷
抑䞷䥽㪖⋍枏㟠㿝⃚ⓜ᧨榏尐⺈⒉♲⟕ↆ㫋Ⓟ
⸩卛⚝䤓ಯ┷㧉ರ扪嫛劒壠䤓椟⚺尐㻑ᇭ⒉♲⟕
帳䟀ℝ䥽㪖⋍枏ಯ㎞✂䧏₹㦘䥽䤓䤓嫛ರ
᧨庒㩴㇢⻏㉔權劒壠⒉♲⟕㢾⚵㎞⦍扪嫛䥽㪖
⋍枏ᇭ䏅力᧨㽤棱帳iI G  % ㄅ㼰
㦘尐㻑⟕┰捷⦷⸩䤓㦮棟␔⺈⅏⃗ⷧ⦷䥽
㪖⋍枏㲰㆞扪嫛庒㩴ᇭ㽤棱帳☂∎棓椞⦷⃛
㕘⦼⥭⚗◞帽㽤᧤6$$᧥⚝䤓嫛㟎嫛┷⭿㢝㼰
㦘扨䱜尐㻑䤓屓⸩ᇭ扨㠿䤓尐㻑⺕⺈庒㩴㇢
⻏⸭㡌ₜⷧ⦷㽤㈚屓⸩䤓徲↊ᇭ䥽㪖⋍枏㢾
䱜ℕ⺈⦷⹅⃚梃ᇬ⦿◉⃚梃㒥劔ₜ⚛㢅㦮
䤓⟕❐ⷧ⦷㣍囦ₜ⚛力䫽⸩♾㹣戒䤓⒉♲ↆ㫋
᧤㒥㨓抯⒉♲ↆ㫋᧥䤓㲰㆞᧨ㄅ₣Ⱁ㨫㢾帳
ⷧ⦷䥽㪖⋍枏⒨⏐幇庒㩴㧉␂⦷♜⋍枏庒㩴₼
抑䞷♵䱜ↆ㫋㹣戒㡈㆞᧤⧖⺈◤䶣ℳ㢢᧥ᇭ
ᇻ㦗㡴᧨%RUXVDQ0DQQHVPDQQ⏻
⚇幘初⦌ದ初⦌⦌棔忇㢢㽤棱⒳⑂丏㔴ᇼ

ᐊဉීǖ ਪଔඏጵजേᏜఓᒒᏴᄋቧᇦǈऎဵݙᆐ೫ᄋ߲ፇजേፀăᄋቧᇦࡼࡼဵݙᆐ೫ೂേန -ఱઓਈ
ᇹǈጐဵݙᆐ೫ኝࠅᑈಁጓᇗă Lakshmikumaran&SridharanേနူᇗჅᎌᅄᄰਭࠥቤᆫ଼ۨኝࠅॲᇗᑈಁጓ
ᇗă Lakshmikumaran&SridharanേနူᇗჅਜ਼േန࣪Ᏼ۾ቤᆫ଼ۨᒦ߲ሚࡼྀੜࡇᇙၖധᑗ࣪᎖কดྏݧནࡼྀ
ੜቲࣅྀ࡛ߌݙੜᐊྀă۾ቤᆫ଼ۨࡼᆪᐺᒦჅࡼࡉܭ࢛ᇹᔫᑗৈཽ࢛ăሶLakshmikumaran&Sridharanख߲ࡼྀፀᎆୈ
ቧᇦݧۻݙནۣමࡅဗ݀༦ݙ৩߅ᎧLakshmikumaran&Sridharanᒄମࡼേန-ఱઓਈᇹă۾໐Ⴥ۞ࡼቤᆫᒗ2014ฤ
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